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Clarice and Photogeny, or,  
“Not Knowing the Concept of ‘Enough’” 

Irina Sandomirskaja 

In his biographic essay about Eduard Fuchs, the historian and collector (of 
pornography, among other things), Walter Benjamin suggests an unusual 
definition of humanness by combining the idea of transgression and excess 
in orgiastic desire with man’s ability of critical thinking. He quotes Fuchs 
saying that  

…orgies belong to that which distinguishes us from animals. In contrast to 
humans, animals do not know orgies … This is quite different from human 
beings and in particular from creative human beings. The latter do not know the 
concept of ’enough’ at all. 1 

Thus, Fuchs and after him Benjamin see the essence of humanness in not 
knowing the meaning of ’enough’. In a footnote, Benjamin further specifies:  

Here Fuchs is on the track of an important state of affairs. Would it be too rash 
to put into immediate relation the threshold between human and animal, which 
Fuchs sees in the orgy, with the erect posture? This allows for the unheard of 
occurrence of the phenomenon in natural history that the partners can look into 
each other’s eyes during orgasm. Only thus an orgy becomes possible, but not by 
an increase in visual stimuli. Rather, the determining factor is that the expression 
of satiety and even impotence can now become a stimulant itself. (51, footnote) 

The orgiastic appears here as a kind of intensity that pertains uniquely to 
humans and no other species. Benjamin paradoxically locates the source of 

1 Walter Benjamin, ”Eduard Fuchs: Collector and Historian”, trans. Knut Tarnowski, 
New German Critique (1975, 5), 51. 
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infinity and excess – in this case, infinite desire – in the most trivial experi-
ence when one pair of human eyes looks into the depths of another one. 
The simplicity of Benjamin’s solution and the profundity of irony therein 
are such that one could only compare them to those in Kafka’s parable 
“Before the Law”. And indeed, is it not ironic that one should spend a life 
reflecting on the impossibility of entering the gate, while it was meant 
exclusively for the subject to enter? Or, learning compicated techniques to 
climb one thousand plateaus, while the pinnacle of pleasure can be achieved 
by simply looking into the eyes of another human being. A gaze into the 
gaze of the other is a gift to man from evolution, a whim of natural history 
that man – and only man – has been blessed/cursed with, that uniquely 
human entrance into infinity, the “erect posture”. According to the porno-
grapher Fuchs, an orgy cannot be simulated, nor stimulated in an extensive 
way, by increasing “visual stimuli”. Being orgiastically human means just 
closely watching and deriving an impetus from the pleasure and exhaustion 
in the other’s eyes; me allowing the other to manifest him/herself in my own 
gaze: this little would suffice. Fuchs’ attitude, Benjamin concludes, gives 
him a critical perspective, as it “allows him to disperse certain petit-bour-
geois illusions”. (51–52)  

Like everything written by Clarice Lispector, her novel A Besieged City (A 
cidade sitiada, 1949) is an orgy of words and images. I am reading it as an 
autobiographical and meta-fictional narrative, a story about a many-sided 
and complex becoming process: a child becoming a woman, a worker outskirt 
becoming a modern city, and congenital languagelessness becoming a work 
of literature. Hers is that rare kind of writing that, as Benjamin says, “does not 
know the concept of ‘enough’ at all”. Clarice’s words can be described as 
photogenic by nature – I will presently return to a discussion of the concept 
of photogeny – her word to be compared with a ball lightning. This is an 
unusual atmospheric phenomenon without a proper explanation: a sphere of 
high-voltage electric discharge, a ball lightning emits glaring light. Ball light-
nings are rare and appear suddenly and apparently from nowhere during 
heavy thunderstorms under high temperature; according to those who have 
ever witnessed them, they flow slowly in what looks like a terrifying stillness, 
quietly penetrate walls and other obstacles, and can explode at the slightest 
movement around to leave havoc after themseves. Such is the word of Clarice 
Lispector; a catastrophic confrontation in which her language enters with 
reality: a devastation in the wake of the explosive presence of dazzling light; 
the luminous here-and-now of writing, a timelessness in orgiastic extasis. But 
is there, indeed, as Benjamin suggests, a critical potential in such an excess of 
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transgressive illumination? How do ball lightnings, with all that tremendous 
concentration of energy bursting them apart, relate to history and time, and 
what is revolutionary – not just rebellious and explosive by nature, but truly 
transformative – in that moment of direct encounter between the eyes of 
language and the eyes of the world, an encounter that triggers the explosion?  

Indeed, if critique can really be found in an act of direct vision from 
“erect posture”, then Lispector’s novel might contain an answer, given that 
profound investigation of the gaze that she undertakes in the novel: she 
explores it from the point of view of its structure, phenomenology, and 
historicity; the creative and transformative powers of vision, as contained 
both in seeing and in being seen; the magic of vision in its ability to create 
historical realities; and most important, in a roundabout way, she also 
allows us to reflect on the photogenicity of writing, its ability to illuminate 
and to create by illumination, to catch and register the invisible light 
irradiated by objects and, at the same time, to use one’s sight in order to call 
things forward into visibility from their depth and darkness. Writing is a 
faculty that is situated somewhere in close vicinity to the orgy: an almost 
supernatural blind vision, a blindness residing in the sight of the seer. A 
blindness in the eyes of language that gives writing its capacity to make the 
imperfect world of God’s unfinished creation complete by provoking the 
world towards an entire and ultimate self-manifestation, in all of its his-
torical, political, and aesthetic being.  

*** 

“En el cielo aprender es ver;/ En la tierra es acordarse”: this is the epigraph to 
the novel, a line from Pindar. 2 The poet tells us that nowhere – not on the 
earth, nor in heaven – is life given to be known and understood otherwise 
but affectively: either by seeing it while it is still there, or by remembering it 
when it is gone.  

The young girl Lucrécia Neves, the main character in Lispector’s novel, is 
part and parcel of her pueblo, an obscure little place called San Geraldo. As 

2 “В ВВВВ ВВВВВВВВВ—ВВВ ВВВВВВ; /В В ВВВ ВВ—ВВВ ВВВВВВ ВВВВВ.” (В ВВВВВ). I am 
quoting the novel from the Spanish translation by Elena Losada (Clarice Lispector , La 
ciudad sitiada, Madrid: Libros del Tiempo Ediciones Siruela, 2006); I also used the 
Russian translation by Inna Tynianova (Klarise Lispektor. Osazhdennyi gorod, SPb: 
Amfora, 2000). 
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the girl’s body grows up into puberty, the pueblo also grows into an ugly 
semi-industrialized suburb, leaving behind it the primordial time of natural 
tradition: “…esa época de brisa e indecisión … cuando el viento es presagio y 
la luz de la luna horroriza porque es una señal…” (21) With time, San 
Geraldo would develop into a big city – Lucrécia’s home and the creation of 
her imagination, equally beloved and hated, beautiful and ugly both in its 
looks and politics, the motherly womb and the sworn enemy. In due time, 
in her imagination, Lucrécia would besiege, destroy, bury, and abandon San 
Geraldo. But now, this story is only in its beginning; the girl and the place 
are joined together into a common destiny, into a history that is still 
uncertain:  

La ínfima función de la muchacha en su época era una función arcaica que 
renace cada vez que se funda un pueblo, su historia formó con esfuerzo el 
espíritu de una ciudad … La realidad necesitaba de la muchacha para tener una 
forma. ’Lo que se ve’ era su única vida interior; y lo que veía se convirtió en su 
vaga historia. (23) 

Without an inside, without a depth: the pueblo and the girl only have form, 
and form is the only history available to each of them, a vague one. A lower 
class child from a semi-industrial suburb, as rootless as her native place, 
with her humble worker family origin, her coarse surroundings, the awk-
ward greediness of her prepubescent desire, and the inability to express it: 
an existence without ex-isting. On top of all of that, she also dreams that 
maybe sometime she would be able to write about it: ”¡tal vez una día 
escribiría una novela de su vida!, y miró el aire com altivez.” (25) 

Lucrécia is not capable of expressing herself, but neither is San Geraldo. 
Comperehension and knowledge are impotent in these two cases. To make 
things manifest as historical realities, one has to make en effort to see, not to 
know or to use language. 3 Being is expression, and in order to have a world 

3 “Knowing how to “see”, before sight, knowing how to hear, before comprehension, to 
keep the space of waiting open. …What is open is time: not to absorb the thing, the other, 
but to let the thing present itself. Letting it produce its twenty-four faces”. Hélène Cixous, 
“Clarice Lispector: the Approach” in “Coming to Writing” and Other Essays, with an 
introductory essay by Susan Rubin Suleiman (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 
1991), 62–63. I do not quite agree with Cixous when she defines femininity in Lispector’s 
writing by what appears a pacificatory, non-violent relationship with the other in her 
approach. In my reading, there is considerable violence in Lispector’s maieutics: in 
constructing her world, Lucrécia forces, not just allows things to be.  
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of one’s own, one has to know how to make things express themselves, 
which they do not do by themselves. To see things is to force them to be. 
This is why Lucrécia relates and communicates to San Geraldo by just 
watching it closely, with unrelenting attention, in silence, without making 
judgments about or naming things. The town hovers over her representing 
a mass of nameless entities, unthinkable and unsayable, and quite unbear-
able, too, its dark streets and corners teeming with unspecified dangers. Just 
like the teenage Lucrécia herself, it is a world that still fails to reach an 
identity with itself: here, thinking does not lead to conclusions, and 
enunciations fail to communicate, but everything overflows with sensuality 
and affect: “un sentido flagrante, sólo que incomprensible.” (32) Having no 
language or judgment in her possession, Lucrécia has another secret 
capacity: instead of making conclusions about things, she knows how to 
make things themselves show up in all the plenitude of their manifestation. 
“Y la forma de no entender de la joven tenía la misma claridad de las cosas 
comprensibles, la misma perfección de la que ambos formaban parte…” (43) 
San Geraldo, a piece of God’s interrupted creation, crippled by industrial 
modernity, and crying out to be known and acknowledged. In order to 
exist, things need to be seen by someone. And this is what Lucrécia does 
and is: a great seer and hearer of things, a magician enchanting things out of 
their spellbound inexistence, a dedicated and dutiful demiurge, with her 
eyes always wide open and watching, even in the dead of night:  

Pero, por lo menos, lo espiaba todo con claridad: veía soldados y niños. Su forma 
de espresarse se reducía a mirar bien ¡le gustaba tanto pasear! Y así eran tambien 
los habitantes de S. Geraldo, tal vez inspirados por la finura del aire de toda 
aquella zona, propensa a fuertes lluvias y a aquellos veranos. Ya de pequeña 
Lucrécia mantenía durante horas los ojos abiertos en la cama escuchando el 
ruido de alguna de otra carreta que, al pasar parecía marcar su destino terrestre. 
(25–26) 

“Seeing well” is her way of being, close observation of and attention to 
everything. Hers is an active, not vegetative, non-understanding and non-
knowing: it demands an ethics of its own, or even a politics of seeing: an 
effort, a will, an end, and a proud satisfaction of work well done: 

…no espiándola sino mirándola directamente; se preparaba para estar ante las 
cosas con lealtad … En esta muchacha que de sí misma sabía poco más que su 
propio nombre, el esfuerzo de ver era el de exteriorizarse. El albañil construendo 
la casa y sonriendo de orgullo. Todo lo que Lucrécia Neves podía conocer de sí 
misma estaba fuera de ella: ella veía. (65) 
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Thus expressing herself in the work of watching to provoke the city express 
itself, the girl creates her San Geraldo practically ex nihilo. There is a 
perversity about her desire, and a polymorphism in her own being. She 
understands her world by becoming similar to it, herself a monstrous 
creature in a monstrous reality: from a poor teenage girl during the 
daytime, she can transform into a horse, the totem of San Geraldo; or into a 
huge dark bird covering the city with the obscurity of her immense wings; 
or even into a Greek statue on San Geraldo’s central square. Just like the 
city, she also tries on different forms and identities. The girl looking at the 
city, the city looking at the girl; communication is war, because seeing is 
possession: the reconnaissance and conquest of the world by the world’s 
absolutely most disempowered, most insignificant creature: “¡La ciudad era 
una fortaleza inexpugnable! … La joven intentaba repetir con los ojos lo que 
veía, quizás sería la única forma de apoderarse de ella.” (47)  

*** 

This is how vision becomes political: to see is to take over power. The 
appropriation of the city – its besiegement – means putting an end, by force 
of violence, to San Geraldo’s endless mutations and transformations; it is 
equivalent to the act of giving it its form; to articulate and to elucidate, to 
resolve the uncertainty of its identity, to dispel the vagueness of its history; 
to pierce its non-knowledge of itself with a flash of light; to take control 
over the fortifications of the impregnable fortress. Lucrécia seeing San 
Geraldo and Clarice writing it are two parallel dramas – or maybe just one? 
One has to find a manner of seeing (writing) that would be proper to – 
adequate to – similar to – the object; a gesture of description that would be 
entirely proper to its object – and one would require equally much 
attention, patience, and mercilessness:  

Ella estaba mirando las cosas que no se peuden decir. Algunas dispocisiones de 
forma le despertaban aquella atención vacía: los ojos sin piedad mirando, la cosa 
dejándese mirar sin piedad. … Ver las cosas era las cosas. Ella golpeaba con la 
pata, paciente. Buscaba, como manera de mirarlas, ser en cierta manera estúpida 
y sólida y lliena de asombro, como el sol. Mirándolas casí ciega, ofuscada. (94, 
emphasis mine. – I. S.) 

To be seen, San Geraldo requires blindness from the seer, which is a special 
kind of lucidity. A mute world in which things do not reach nor fulfil their 
names, it cannot be appropriated logically; attempts like this end up in a 
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mental asylum: “S. Geraldo estaba lleno de personas illuminadas que se 
agitaban llenas de alegría en la ambulancia del Hospicio Pedro II. Lo 
principal era realmente no entender. Ni siquiera la propia alegría.” ( 89) 
San Geraldo is made of things that have no other existence except for just 
being out there: it is a world that is made exclusively out of “las cosas que 
están aquí”, “a rose is a rose is a rose”. Such a world demands special 
caution in handling. “La cautela consistía en no tener idea de lo que 
hacía…Porque las cosas no existirían más que bajo una intensa atención; 
mirando con una severidad y una dureza que hacían que ella no buscase la 
causa de las cosas, sino sólo la cosa.” (94–95) There are no hidden truths, 
secret driving forces, or motives. Why should one want to know that clouds 
consist of condensated water, while clouds are simply out there? The truth 
of the world cannot be possessed in a roundabout way, either through a 
poetic trope or through a fact. Things are what they are: a happy smile is 
happy, a great city is great, a beautiful face is beautiful. Lucrécias visual 
tautologies – “things out there” seen directly as they are – set reality in mo-
tion. “Todo lo que veía se volvía real. … Lo difícil era que la apariencia era la 
realidad. Su dificultad de ver era como si pintase. … Ni había error posible, 
todo lo que existía era perfecto, las cosas sólo empezaban a existir cuando 
eran perfectas.” (93–95)  

At the same time, seeing things means keeping them under watch: if not 
fixed by the gaze, things start mutating and pretending to be something else, 
as if “made for enemies”: endlessly changing their appearance and essence. 

Y eran siempre las mismas cosas: torres, calendarios, calles, sillas… pero camu-
flados, irreconocibles. Hechas para enemigos. Las cosas eran difíciles porque, si 
se explicasen, no pasarían de incomprensibles a comprensibles sino de una 
naturaleza a otra. Sólo la mirada no los alteraba. (96) 

Under the gaze of the girl, the city capitulates and starts manifesting itself. 
However, to look also means to be looked at and to be seen. Under the gaze 
of the city besieged by her, Lucrécia herself acquires an identity; the city that 
she herself encircles with a wall and then attacks, in its turn, forces her out 
of her originary polymorphous perversity: a girl, but also a horse, a bird, 
and a statue, all at the same time. What she looks at looks back at her, an 
orgiastic fascination of the two mutually making each other manifest 
themselves in their proper shape – “su propia forma”. The girl watching the 
city, the city watching the girl: which is the subject? The object?  
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…las cosas, a base de ser fijadas, adquirían su propia forma con nitidez; era lo 
que a veces conseguía: alcanzar el propia objeto. Y fascinarse. … Cuando una 
cosa no pensaba, la forma que tenía era su pensamiento. El pez era único 
pensamiento del pez. … El secreto de las cosas estaba en que, al manifestarse, se 
manifestaban iguales a sí mismas. …De qué estaba hecha la flor sino de la propia 
flor. (66–67) 

*** 

A dynamic well known to everyone who has ever produced a work of 
writing, for example, a book: both the work and the author, as if watching 
each other, grow out of their respective formlessnesses. As the writer looks 
into its depth trying to discern the meaning and message in her own 
writing, the silhouetto of the future work, like a city under construction, 
gradually acquires more and more depth and detail, gaining more and more 
length and weight, until finally the book stands ready, complete with all its 
walls, towers, and bridges, firmly locked from any invasion from the 
outside, and alien to its own creator. A perfection that signals that the 
project has reached its end, a moment that for the author is both desirable 
and fearsome at the same time. To write a book means to gradually acquire 
a similarity with the things one is writing about. It also means to be 
transformed by those things, and then to be abandoned by them.  

In a way reminiscent of the young Lucrécia, dumb, languageless, and 
incapable of expression, so was also the brilliant Clarice a kind of feral child, 
a deaf and blind foundling in the world of Brazilian language and literature, 
a Mowgli brought up among a different species and writing her books in the 
language of the pack that had adopted her. Lucrécia’s peculiar way of 
dealing with the world that rejected her effort of becoming part of it was 
probably also in some way Clarice’s own, when she was dealing with a 
language in which realities refused to manifest themselves naturally. 
Lispector’s biographer insists that she was completely obsessed with the 
matters of her origin – or rather with her absolute non-belonging, the fact 
that “she did not belong to anything or anybody”, as she insisted in a 
conversation with a friend.4 She was Brazilian because she had no home 
anywhere, and she was therefore not in exile, either. She created her self-
hood herself, from zero, like Lucrécia did, out of inexpressibility and 

4 Benjamin Moser, Why This World: a Biography of Clarice Lispector (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 7–12.  
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incomprehensibility, by becoming a Sphynx and in this quite similar to the 
incomprehensible world that adopted her – and also like Lucrécia’s, her 
reality appeared to need to be besieged and destroyed in order to be 
possessed. The novel about Lucrécia is Clarice’s self-portrait – the portrait 
of a Gorgon as a young woman.  

This is why the story of Lucrécia’s visual besiegement of San Geraldo, its 
creation and then its destruction, can be read as an autobiographic and 
autoreferential account, as a story about Clarice’s own method: that of 
systematic and stubborn gazing into a world around her that refused to 
coincide with its own names, until it did acquire a reality at the end, by 
agreeing to coincide with words of a language that was not Clarice’s. She 
must have had to use an intense, untiring attention to keep reality in place 
and send it into submission; while enchanting and transforming it, she must 
have been transforming herself, that non-proper language of hers, only 
marked as something personal because it retained that gluttoral East 
European Jewish rrrrr, the remnant of her father’s Yiddischkeit, remem-
bered by her memoirists – transforming under the gaze of her own writing 
like a salamander in fire – and then finishing a book in that language of the 
others, and then abandoning it, never to look back at it again. “Hacer su 
maleta y escapar” are the closing words of the novel. (183) The image of a 
besieged city is an allegory of the work of the writer at all stages of writing a 
book: its conception, gestation, penning, and finally, deserting and forget-
ting. In what appears as a peculiar mixture of Jewish guilt with Russian 
hardness and Catholic exultation, Clarice Lispector writes about writing like 
a mystery of the Passions of the Book: the book resists the will and the 
efforts of its writer to bring it into the world; the blossoming, maturing, 
then fading and extinguishing of the writing parallel to the growing, aging, 
and withering of the body that writes; the agony of the body seeking 
expression and the agony of the world seeking to live its form, protecting 
itself against the violation by the writerly intention to represent it; the 
extreme cruelty and destruction in the creative gesture tearing things apart 
for the sake of making-visible their truth. ”Ni claridad, ni oscuridad: 
frescura … ni claridad, ni oscuridad: aurora … ni claridad, ni oscuridad: 
visibilidad” (86): like a tripple signature of Clarice, the living instance of 
what Edmond Jabès once called Thought as Creation and Destruction of 
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Being Through the Word : ”…Void on which we build, in the heart of which 
we founder.” 5 

*** 

“Claridad y oscuridad: visibilidad.” The beautiful Clarice, the child of 
darkness seeking clarity; an embodiment of triumphant – or shall one say 
obssessive? protective? hysterical? – femininity; a homovestite passionately 
performing Woman in front of photo and film cameras, a glow of pure 
divinity on her face, and pure murder in her unfathomable gaze. Clarice the 
Gorgon, the enchantress, the queen of lightnings, the goddess of the 
petrifying gaze. This is how her image and her legend have reached us, in 
those pictures of hers that are full of amazing, fascinating beauty, and in 
memoirs that are full of anecdotes from her life – about which, though, no 
one can claim he or she knows anything conclusive.  

Photogeny is a word to describe such phenomena; an earlier name for 
what later on became photography. A combination of photo and genius, as 
the early theoretician of film Louis Delluc explained in 1917, not knowing 
how else to capture the essence of that magic faculty of certain things and 
beings to look perfect on film and screen.6 Photogenic, however, means not 
only looking good on pictures (which Clarice always took care to do). 
Beyond Delluc’s interpretation, language suggests that there is also a more 
complicated relationship between light, the illuminated object, and the 
perceiving eye that the word seems to capture well. Photogenic means 
’generating light’ (like certain bacteria, also called luminiferous or phospho-
rescent); in other contexts, photogenic stands for ‘generated by light’ (like in 
photogenic melanoma, a skin cancer produced by exposure to light). A 
photogenic object appears to manifest itself in light, to illuminate itself forth 
into existence and thus to make itself visible. Or, to reverse this scheme, 

5 “In order to think my thoughts, I must myself be thought. / —Thought only speaks to 
thought, as word only to word. If I am my thought, I am also its rigging and hence the 
movement of the Void that carries it and carries it off. Void on which we build, in the 
heart of which we founder. / Am I the Void of my thought? In that case thinking would 
not mean “being”, but permitting though to blaze its trails.” Edmond Jabès, A Little Book 
of Unsuspected Subversions, trans. by Rosemary Waldrope (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford 
University Press, 1996), 57. 
6 Louis Delluc, “Beauty in the Cinema” in Richard Abel, French Film Theory and 
Criticism: A History/Anthology, 1907–1939. Volume 1: 1907–1929 (Princeton NJ: 
Princeton Univerity Press, 1988), 137–140. 
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maybe on the contrary, it is not the object but the eye itself that pierces 
darkness by illuminating and thus calling forth those things that lurk deep 
there, out from their obscurity. To return to Walter Benjamin’s strange 
image of critique as an orgy between two equally erect instances facing each 
other – two instances of equal virtue, two sources of mutual illumination, 
gazing directly into each other’s eyes – we can also translate this scene into 
the terms of reciprocal photogeny; thinking and being thought; generating 
light and being generated by light; between two instances of being, two 
individuals, two historical moments – that of the writer and that of what is 
being written – confronting each other in a complicated relationship of 
construction/destruction, or subjectivity/objectivity with the two opposing 
categories indistinguishable from each other. To recollect Walter 
Benjamin’s comments concerning the uniquely human “erect posture” and 
the critical potential of the orgy, this is what is going on between Lucrécia 
and San Geraldo; between the child of darkness Clarice and the Portuguese 
language of Brazilian literature: in the heart of darkness, a moment of 
mutual illumination by the gaze of the other; a moment that makes the 
identity of the other with itself complete. “Claridad, oscuridad, visibilidad”; 
“…not knowing the concept of ‘enough’ at all”. 




